[Effect of scopolamine and picrotoxin on the learning-dependent long-term synaptic potentiation].
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of microinjection of scopolamine, a M-cholinergic antagonist and picrotoxin, a GABA-ergic antagonist into the rat hippocampal CA3 area on the learning-dependent long-term potentiation (LDLTP) during the establishment, extinction and re-establishment of conditioned drinking response. Following stimulation of the perforant path, field potentials of hippocampal CA3 of freely moving rats were recorded. The results were as follows: the synaptic efficacy and the development of LDLTP in hippocampal CA3 were depressed significantly by scopolamine, but the extinction of LDLTP was accelerated. Picrotoxin significantly enhanced synaptic efficacy and facilitated the development of LDLTP, but it depressed the extinction of LDLTP. Meanwhile, the establishment or extinction of drinking conditioning was correspondingly depressed or accelerated. Moreover, the development of LDLTP and its extinction preceded the development and extinction of drinking conditioning. The results provide further evidence indicating that LDLTP might be one of the neuronal mechanisms underlying behavioral learning and memory. Moreover, it seems that M-cholinergic receptors and GABA-ergic receptors in rat hippocampal CA3 area are involved in the development and retention of LDLTP.